Persona®
The Personalized Knee
Total knee replacement has long ranked among the most successful procedures in modern medicine. But, expectations are ever-increasing and patient satisfaction has yet to match that same level of success. We believe the central problem is compromise. The Persona Knee System was designed to minimize the compromises experienced with yesterday’s standard knee systems.

By combining intuitive design with engineering excellence, the Persona Knee System supports unparalleled levels of personalization, empowering surgeons to restore the unique identity of every knee.
Personalized Implants: When form meets function.

Anatomically accurate components available for a new level of fit tailored to each patient’s unique anatomy.

**Tibia**
Facilitates proper rotation with unprecedented surface coverage

**Bearing**
Reproduce ligament balance with 1 mm increments

**Femur**
Replicate native A/P with 21 distinct profiles in 2 mm increments
**Precise Instrumentation:**
Excel every time.

*State of the art instrumentation designed to achieve optimal performance, consistently.*

**Effortless**
Instrument innovations help provide new levels of precision with ease and simplicity

**Ergonomic**
Highly sophisticated engineering translates the shape and motion of the surgeon’s hand into balanced and stress free instruments

**Efficient**
Modular cases allow surgeon-prescribed workflow while reducing the inventory burden in the OR
Proven Technologies: The future of total knee replacement.

Revolutionary technologies to improve intra-operative efficiency, patient satisfaction and long-term survivorship.

Vivacit-E® Vitamin E HXPE
Exceptional oxidative stability, ultra-low wear and enhanced strength

Trabecular Metal™ Technology
Eliminate complexity, procedure time and third-body wear by removing cement from your surgical procedure

Intelligent Instruments
Designed to make knee replacement more intuitive, precise and simple